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As per a September 29, 1983 request from Mr. Tate, I have reviewed the 
materials submitted on the MDSS and the Biscayne Aquifer. While this material 
came to us as a single review package, it was in reality two separate projects 
and we have treated them as such. 

Biscayne Aquifer 

Due to time constraints, I have made ouly a few general comments about the 
Draft Report Biscayne Aquifer/Dade County Volumes I and II. This report 
requires a comprehensive review of the potential health effects and hazards 
associated with the use of the Biscayne Aquifer. The regional impact of 
contamination upon this sole source aquifer needs to be carefully ass~ssed and 
considered with regard to the significance of the exposure pathway, the 
illlll1inency of the health hazard and the need for immediate and/or long-terC~'-::~ --",~~"'¥-'
remedial action because of the danger or potential danger to human health. 
\ihile additional review time is needed to make a complete regional impact 
appraisal of the potential health effects, the following preliminary comments 
are offer/ed. A more complete review will be undertaken if requested by SIG. 

According to the Biscayne Aquifer Report (pp. ES-5 and B5-3,. the Phase 11-
data will be evaluated by the CDC for human health effects. It appears that 
ollr Superfund Implementation Group has already made an evaluation and has 
offered alternative ground water criteria that EPA may want to consider 
instead of those now in use. These are described in Ms. Jones' August 18, 
1983 memorandum and on pages 4-25 to 4-30 in Volume I of the Biscayne Aquifer 
Keport. While the criteria levels in these items are clearly footnoted, it 
concerns me that a clear distinction is not made between cancer riSK levels 
and recommended criteria or guidelines. EPA has declared that their water 
quality criteria cancer risk levels (November 28, 1980, Federal Register; were 
provideu for information purposes only and do not represent an agency judgment 
on an ftacceptable" risk level. In vie~ of the recommended and possibly 
unattainable water quality criteria of zero for known or suspected 
carcinogens, we must be careful not to advocate or endorse these cancer risk 
levels as acceptable levels or criteria in ground water unless we have the 
appropriate supportive materials for justification. 
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With regard to the alternative criteria values that have been provided and 
endorsed in Ms. Jones' memorandum, I have concern that these values are 
already being identified a8 "Centers for Disease Control (CDeJRecommeoded 
Criteria" (page 4-30, Volume I) for appraising the health effects' of 
contaminated wateJ"/ resources. The "recommended criteria" have not been 
approved. or subjected to a peer review by the Chronic Diseaaas D1v1siOn~ 
Consideration needs to be given to the national ramifiutionaotendo'ta1.ng " 
certain criteria for classifying ground water contamination. ,prOslth,;~tbe " 
existence of ground water contamination and developing criterlafoy/th~," " 
"classification" of groU1'ldw~tar cootartina'tion would appear'tobethe,:": ,,', 
responsibility of EPA. or the U.S, 'Geological Survey, and not CDC.~: WM.l •• r~~ 
water contamination can be haraful to human welfare and health.1teex18tenu' 
is not dependent upon certain levels that mayor may oot beproteeH:veof'~;~~>~:' 
human welfare or bUUl8n health ',"",:,;', ,«1,'/, ' 

• . -~:,;~'" ':" ~.".""'->~.:~:-~<":"":":'-

Hiami Drum Services Site 

Based onttle MDSS report, the ground water inveltigationnve&1~dnQ, , , ,', '. 
significant concentrations of Mula or pesticiete. inth.'groundJir4ifei/(even 
though several chlOrinated pesticides and herbicides were'found rat.:thes1te. 
Howev~r. a number of volatile organic compounds were foututattbeKDSS,intM 
ground water at lavela that appear Bignificant to hwaan, healtb.,MaX1.i.uia " , 
levels for vinyl cbloride (38 ug/L~. 1, 1-diebloroethane (1~7 ,uyJL },benaene 
(8 ug/L) and chloroform. (13 ug/L) exceed both (1) EPA's ,.111al AIIlbient'Wat.er ". 
Quality Criteria of zero tor maxiUlUlll protection of human health~ (2Jtile 
cancer risk level of aach compound for one additional ,ease Qf c.aricerpei' 
100,000 popUlation. The maximum levels given for 1, l-dichloroetbeneand 
benzene do not exceed EPA's Health Advisory for any one-day,ten~ay or longer 
term level of exp08ure. No Final Water Quality Criteria. guidelines, or /' 
standards exist for 1, 1 dich10roethane (l1\8xilllUlll level founet, 92' ug/L) 'and 
chloroethane (maximum level found, 136 ug/L). . " 

According to the HDSS report, the groundwater investigation could noti'd811tify 
any specific contamination plumes or the source of the contamination present 
in the three clu8ters of wella drilled, sampled and analyzed by'theU.S." 
Geological Survey. The contamination found was similar to the resulta of the 
Biscayne Aquifer Study pertaining to widespread toxic contamination of the 
ground water 1n Northwest Dade County. W1th regard to the presumed benefits 
of the initial remedial actions by Dade County for mitigating metal and 
pesticide contauination (pp 6-16 and 6-19;, the MOSS report 'needs to address 
whether the overall design of the ground water investigation could acceptably 
detect the presence or absence of 8 contamination plume(s ; from the MOSS. For 
example, were the number and depth of the well clusters sufficient to identify 
and/or delineate the boundaries of a contamination plume? The sampling scheme 
and results should describe the influencing factors of (1; any groundwater 
flow reversals due to excessive rainfall and higher canal water levels, (2) 
pumping at Hedley Well Field, and (3; pumping at the Miami Springs Preston 
Well Field or ,other fields at the time of sampling. While a cone of 
depression of about three meters deep can be created around the Miami Springs 
Preston Well Field with a withdrawal rate of 150 mgd and it is reported that 
MOSS can lie within this cone of depression, did tM.cone of depres&!ol1 ex1~t 
during the period of sampling? Without ,clarification of the above factor~ ,in, 
the MDSS Report, any interpretation of the groundwater sampling daia and 
appraisal of the initial remedial measures is limited. ' 
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In addition, a statistical analysis should be made of the values found at the 
HDSS site and/or upgradient wells versus the downgradient wells to show that 
there most::likely has been aslgnlficant increase in a specific parameter or 
that there has not been a change in a specific parameter. This method of 
analysis is described in the July 26, 1982 Federal Regist.er, Vol. 47, No. 143, 
p. 32367. If the evaluation is properly designed, it can be useful (with 
sufficient data at each well) in assessing the significance of pos8ible ground 
water contamination from a given source or ground water flow direction. 

With the exception of ground water data, no other environmental information is 
provided about the site. Local 8urfa¢e water pathways, including~ater, soil, 
sediment and possibly aquati~ .organisms (benthos) should also be evaluated . 
since many of the metals and pesticide compounds present on the site are mOre 
likely to be transported by this pathway than by ground water. Careful atudy 
and examination of these local pathways may help identify some o'f . the ground 
water contamination sources since surface waters can provide valuable recharge 
to ground waters during drought conditions. Soil levels on8itewilla18o~1p 
determine the effectiveness of the initial remedial measures. 

Summary 

In conclusion, interim remedial measures of treating potable waters to reduce 
adverse organic contamination may be appropriate in certain cases if justified 
by ground waterdat •• However, this remedial measure is not preventative and 
therefore, it is important that every effort be taken to seek out and 
eliminate possible sources of contamination that may continue to'degrade the 
ground water resources. Despite the widespread contamination present in the 
Biscayne Aquifer, the methodologies used to evaluate the ground water 
contalllination problem in the Biscayne Aquifer appear to result in only a very 
general appraisal of the problem; and therefore needs to be reevaluated and 
modified to assess the significance ,of the health effects in the contaminated 
areas from a variety of organic compounds with different health risks and to 
better identify and eliminate the individual sources of contamination. 

Please refer to my November 16, 1982 report from Dr. L18e11a to Ma. Georgi 
Jones for information about our previous involvement with the Medley Wellfie1d 
and the Miami Drum Services Site. A copy is attached. 

Attachment 

cc: 
Dr. Lisella 
Dr. Fdk 
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